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A Book For Me!
Fill out this form to request help finding the perfect item. Please provide as much information as possible.

* Required

1. First and last name: *

2. Date of Request *
 
Example: December 15, 2012

3. 1) How should we contact you? *
Check all that apply.

 Email

 Call

4. Please provide your phone number or email
address *

5. 2) Library Card Number: *

6. 3) What are you looking for? (Please choose 3 max.) *
Check all that apply.

 Book

 Large Print Book

 Audiobook on CD

 Graphic Novel/Manga

 E-Book

 Downloadable Audiobook

Fiction Genres

 * Refer to the definitions or examples if needed
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7. 4) What is your favorite genre/subject of books or movies? (Please choose 3 max.) *
Check all that apply.

 SCIENCE FICTION (SCI-FI). Imagined future scientific or technological advances and major
social or environmental changes (example: Ender's Game)

 ACTION. Many challenges that typically include extended fighting, physical feats, and frantic
chases in a book (example: The Maze Runner)

 FANTASY. Fiction that emphasizes magic and/or mythical worlds and beings (example: Harry
Potter Series)

 URBAN FANTASY. Supernatural characters placed in a modern society (example: City of Bones
Series)

 ADVENTURES. Road trips, quests, voyages of discovery, and other journeys (example: Paper
Towns)

 MYSTERY. Plot where a person (sometimes a detective or professional) investigate crimes,
secrets or problems.(example: Pretty Little Liar Series)

 DYSTOPIA. A community or society that is undesirable or frightening (example: The Hunger
Games)

 HORROR. Plot intended to frighten, scare, disgust, or startle (example: Miss Peregrine's Home
for Peculiar Children)

 URBAN FICTION. Plot set in an urban city focusing on the underside of city living (example:
Bluford High Series)

 HISTORICAL FICTION. Story that uses true information and characteristics from the time
period in which it is set. (example: Fever 1793)

 ROMANCE. Evolving relationship between two or more people (example: The Fault in our
Stars)

 DRAMA. Plot with a series of realistic problems or issues in the characters life (example: The
DUFF)

 COMEDY. A story characterized by humorous people and/or situations (example: It's Kind Of A
Funny Story)

 LGBTQIA. Story that features lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, intersexual and/or
asexual characters (example: Simon vs. The Homo Sapiens Agenda)

 Other: 

8. What is the last book or book series you enjoyed reading? *
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9. Anything else you want us to know?
 

 

 

 

 

For any further questions please Email or Call Ja'nirah Polk

jpolk@libraryconnection.info  
 
860-243-9721  
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